### Letters

### Editorial
1277 Room at the Bottom: J. I. Brauman

### ScienceScope
1283 Digesting critical technologies; sowing seeds of a rice biotech network; etc.

### News & Comment
1284 Jason: Can a Cold Warrior Find Work? — Vietnam: An Awkward Time to Be a Jason
1287 Advisory Committee Urges Changes at OSI
1288 Seeing Big Things in Miniaturization
1289 Europe's Space Plans on Hold
1290 New Window on Biological Defense
1291 Briefings: — Keeping Tabs on a Big Berg — Polio Vaccine Ruling — Beating Those Vibration Blues — Genes at the Zoo — Machines Who Think — Online Journals — Engineering First

### Research News
1292 Hot Prospect for New Gene Amplifier — How LCR Works — A Scramble for Patent Rights
1294 Superlight (in Theory, Anyway) — A Galaxy Is Born
1295 The Fogy Crystal Ball of Mineral Physics
1296 Is Nitric Oxide the "Retrograde Messenger"?
1298 Physicists Close in on a Weighty Quarry — Cosmologists: "The Neutrino From Hell"

### Special Section
**Engineering a Small World: From Atomic Manipulation to Microfabrication**

### News Reports
1300 The Man Who Dared to Think Small
1302 A U.S. Lab Opens Doors To the Nanoworld — Step by Step to a Nanodevice
1304 Japan Starts a Big Push Toward the Small Scale
1306 Materials Scientists Put the Squeeze on Electrons
1308 Exploiting the Nanotechnology of Life
1310 The Apostle of Nanotechnology

### Articles
1319 Atomic and Molecular Manipulation with the Scanning Tunneling Microscope: J. A. Stroscio and D. M. Eigler
1326 New Quantum Structures: M. Sundaram, S. A. Chalmers, P. F. Hopkins, A. C. Gossard
1335 Microfabrication Techniques for Integrated Sensors and Microsystems: K. D. Wise and K. Najafi
COVER Cross section of a serpentine superlattice (100 angstrom period) and its three lowest energy electron wave functions as an example of fabrication on a small scale (see page 1326). The cross-sectional view (far right) shows the aluminum-rich regions (dark) that confine electrons to the gallium-rich regions (light) in the segregated aluminum-gallium-arsenic alloy. The most colorful portions of the wave functions (in sections to the left) are regions of maximum electron density; the reddish-brown areas indicate zero density. See the editorial on page 1277 and the special section beginning on page 1300. [Simulations by J. C. Yi of the University of California, Santa Barbara]

Research Article


Reports

1348 Age of Canada Basin Deep Waters: A Way to Estimate Primary Production for the Arctic Ocean: R. W. Macdonald and E. C. Carmack


1353 Computer Simulations of Self-Assembled Membranes: J.-M. Drouffe, A. C. Maggs, S. Liebler

1356 Major Role of the Cyanobacterium Trichodesmus in Nutrient Cycling in the North Atlantic Ocean: E. J. Carpenter and K. Romans

1359 A Homolog of the armadillo Protein in Drosophila (Plakoglobin) Associated with E-Cadherin: P. D. McCrea, C. W. Turck, B. Gumbiner

1361 Folding of Circularly Permutated Transfer RNAs: T. Pan, R. R. Guten, O. C. Uhlenbeck


1367 Structural Basis for the Activation of Glycogen Phosphorylase b by Adenosine Monophosphate: S. R. Sprang, S. G. Wither, E. J. Goldsmith, R. J. Fleterrick, N. B. Madsen

1371 Characterization of a Zinc Finger Gene Disrupted by the t(15;17) in Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia: A. D. Goddard, J. Borrow, P. S. Freemont, E. Solomon


1377 A Neural Mechanism for Working and Recognition Memory in Inferior Temporal Cortex: E. K. Miller, L. Li, R. Desimone

1379 Lateral Movements of Membrane Glycoproteins Restricted by Dynamic Cytosplastic Barriers: M. Edidin, S. C. Kuo, M. P. Sheetz


1385 Regulation of a Segmentation Stripe by Overlapping Activators and Repressors in the Drosophila Embryo: D. Stanojevic, S. Small, M. Levine

1388 Prevention of Apoptosis by a Baculovirus Gene During Infection of Insect Cells: R. J. Clem, M. Fechheimer, L. K. Miller

Meetings


Book Reviews

1394 Fire from Ice, reviewed by R. L. Garwin Transforming Traditions in American Biology, 1880–1915, J. A. Witkowski Some Other Books of Interest Vignettes: Enterprises of Technology Books Received